To the PAUSA Membership

25th March, 2014

Dear colleagues and fellow members of PAUSA,

Greetings from Ibadan.

Further to my letter to you earlier this year, I write to intimate you on the initial processes I wish to put in place to strengthen our Association. This essentially involves the setting up of Teams to undertake specific tasks during this administration. These Teams will be led by very experienced leaders of our Association who will also serve as Advisers to the Executive.

In this regards, I have established the following teams under the direction of senior members of our association who are empowered to invite other members to join them.

1. Urological Training Support Team – Leader Alex Danso. This team will identify hubs for training and coordinate training workshops in collaboration with national urological associations and local hospitals. In this regards, in-continent expert will be identified and Power Teams established.
2. Conference Organizing Team - Leader Serigne Gueye. This team will advise on the organization of PAUSA conferences especially as regards securing funding and event management.
3. 2015 Conference Scientific Program - Leader Mohammed Elissa. This team will work closely with the LOC to draw up the scientific program for the 2015 congress.
4. International Relations Team - Leaders Serigne Gueye and Chris Heyns. This team will advise on how to continue to improve PAUSA’s standing in the international arena. This Team will work with the Regional Representatives to encourage increased activities in the regions.
5. Membership Support - Leader Fru Angwaffo III. This team will assist in our membership drive and with improving the participation of individual urologists and trainees, and national associations in PAUSA activities.
6. Publications Team - Leader Alex Nwofor. This team will support the African Journal of Urology.
7. Fund-raising - Leader Khaled Dabees. This team will lead in raising funds for PAUSA activities especially our scientific congresses.

I am hopeful that these teams will improve PAUSA activities and bring the same closer to our membership and thus consolidate improvements made in earlier years. The Team Leaders are expected to form their teams and I implore you to give them the support and advice they will require to succeed in their tasks should they call on you.

I shall be grateful for your comments and suggestions on this initiative.

Yours sincerely,

E.OLUWABUNMI OLAPADE-OLAOPA
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